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Description

[Technical Field]

[0001] The present disclosure relates to a thrust bear-
ing.
[0002] Priority is claimed on Japanese Patent Applica-
tion No. 2015-24442, filed February 10, 2015 .

[Background Art]

[0003] Hitherto, a thrust bearing which is disposed to
face a thrust collar provided in a rotation shaft is known
as a bearing for a high-speed rotation body. As such a
thrust bearing, a foil type thrust bearing, that is, a thrust
foil bearing, is known. In the thrust foil bearing, a bearing
surface is formed by a flexible foil (a metallic thin plate)
to absorb the motion of the rotation shaft (the axial dis-
placement or inclination of the thrust collar) caused by a
vibration or an impact and a foil structure is provided be-
low the bearing surface to flexibly support the bearing
surface.
[0004] As one of such thrust foil bearings, a structure
is known in which a bearing surface is formed by a plu-
rality of circular ring (annular) plate-shaped foil pieces
(top foil pieces) obtained by dividing an annular plate in
the circumferential direction by cutting and these top foil
pieces are supported by corrugated foil pieces (bump foil
pieces) (for example, see Patent Documents 1, 2, and
3). Each top foil piece (having a thickness of about 100
mm) has an inclination angle with respect to a thrust collar
and thus a bearing gap between the thrust collar and the
top foil piece is formed in a wedge shape in the side view.
That is, the bearing gap is formed to be narrowed from
an upstream side toward a downstream side in the rota-
tion direction of the thrust collar (the rotation shaft). Thus,
when the thrust collar rotates from a side having a wide
bearing gap (an upstream side) toward a side having a
narrow bearing gap (a downstream side), a lubricating
fluid flows into a wedge and load capacity is exerted.
[0005] Only an upstream end edge of the top foil piece
in the rotation direction of the thrust collar (the rotation
shaft) is fixed to a base plate. Then, when a bearing load
increases, the top foil becomes horizontal while being
inclined with a fixed edge (an upstream end edge) as a
support point and maximum load capacity is exerted at
the time of an inclination angle of about 0.1°. The bump
foil piece is disposed so that a ridge line of a peak be-
comes parallel to a downstream end edge of the top foil
piece and only a downstream end edge of the bump foil
piece in the rotation direction of the thrust collar (the ro-
tation shaft) is fixed to the base plate. That is, the up-
stream end edge is a free end.
[0006] JPS608524 discloses a thrust bearing with fan-
like concave portions corresponding to the number of
wheels on the front opposite to a thrust member of a
bearing member and holding wheel support members in
the concave portions to improve installation of the wheel

support members.
[0007] JPS61140217U discloses another thrust bear-
ing.
[0008] KR 2009 0060661 A discloses a thrust bearing
according to the preamble of claim 1.
[0009] Since a pressure of a fluid lubricating film gen-
erated in the top foil piece increases at the side having
a narrow bearing gap (the downstream side), the bump
foil piece is disposed and fixed in this way to support this
portion with high rigidity, whereby high load capacity is
obtained.

[Citation List]

[Patent Document]

[0010]

[Patent Document 1]
Japanese Unexamined Patent Application, First
Publication No. H10-331847
[Patent Document 2]
Japanese Unexamined Patent Application, First
Publication No. S61-092316
[Patent Document 3]
Japanese Unexamined Patent Application, First
Publication No. 2011-17385 [Patent
Document 4]
JP S60 8524 A
[Patent Document 5]
JP S61 140217 U

[Summary of Invention]

[Technical Problem]

[0011] In the thrust foil bearing structure, the bearing
gap is narrowest at the downstream end edge side of the
top foil and may reach a submicron level under a high
load. Thus, the top foil easily contacts the thrust collar at
the downstream end edge side. The durability of the bear-
ing is degraded when the contact occurs and seizure
occurs in the worst case. One way to prevent this problem
is to adjust the downstream end edge of the top foil to be
parallel to the thrust collar at all times.
[0012] However, generally, in the thrust foil bearing,
since a circumferential speed of the thrust collar at the
outer peripheral end side is faster than a circumferential
speed at the inner peripheral end side, a pressure (a film
pressure) of the fluid lubricating film at the outer periph-
eral end side is high. Since the circumferential speed at
the inner peripheral end side is slow, the pressure (the
film pressure) is low. For this reason, the outer peripheral
end side of the top foil is press-inserted toward the bump
foil to move in a direction away from the thrust collar, but
the inner peripheral end side is raised toward the thrust
collar to move toward the thrust collar. As a result, since
the film thickness of the fluid lubricating film at the inner
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peripheral end side is extremely thinned at the down-
stream end edge side of the top foil, a high load cannot
be withstood.
[0013] Here, in the known thrust bearing, the bump foil
is divided into a plurality of parts in the radial direction as
shown in, for example, Patent Document 1. Then, in the
bump foil divided in this way, a method of suppressing
the raising of the inner peripheral end side by (a) dispos-
ing the bump foil having low rigidity at the inner peripheral
side or (b) lowering the height of the peak of the bump
foil at the inner peripheral side in order to give a weak
support force at the inner peripheral side of the top foil
is considered.
[0014] However, even when the thrust bearing is man-
ufactured by dividing and adjusting the bump foils in this
way, for example, in the case of (a), the rigidity at the
inner peripheral side and the outer peripheral side of the
bump foil cannot be appropriately controlled in an easy
way and thus there is difficulty in design of the bump foil.
Further, in the case of (b), since the height of the peak
of the bump foil needs to be controlled at the level of 10
mm, manufacturing is not easy and, particularly, quality
cannot be ensured in mass production.
[0015] The present disclosure has been made in view
of the above-described circumstances and an object of
the present disclosure is to provide a thrust bearing ca-
pable of withstanding a high load by preventing a top foil
piece from contacting a thrust collar.

[Solution to Problem]

[0016] According to the present invention there is pro-
vided a thrust bearing as defined in claim 1, as appended
hereto. It is disposed to face a thrust collar provided in a
rotation shaft. It comprises: a top foil which is disposed
to face the thrust collar; a back foil which is disposed to
face a surface opposite to a surface facing the thrust
collar in the top foil and supports the top foil; and an an-
nular plate-shaped base plate which is disposed at the
side opposite to the top foil in the back foil and supports
the back foil, wherein the back foil includes a plurality of
back foil pieces which are arranged in a circumferential
direction of the base plate, wherein the top foil includes
a plurality of top foil pieces which are disposed on the
back foil pieces, and wherein an inner peripheral re-
cessed portion is formed at a portion which supports an
inner peripheral side end of the back foil piece in a surface
supporting the back foil of the base plate. The top foil
includes a plurality of top foil pieces which are disposed
on the back foil pieces. An inner peripheral recessed por-
tion is formed at a portion which supports an inner pe-
ripheral side end of the back foil piece in a surface sup-
porting the back foil of the base plate. A side of a fixed
edge of the top foil piece is bent and is raised. The back
foil piece at one side in at least a circumferential direction
is divided into a plurality of divided pieces in a radial di-
rection and an innermost peripheral divided piece among
the divided pieces is disposed inside the inner peripheral

recessed portion. The back foil piece at the other side in
the circumferential direction in the surface supporting the
back foil is formed as a continuous edge integrating the
divided pieces in the radial direction. Substantially the
entire innermost peripheral divided piece sinks into the
inner peripheral recessed portion.

[Advantageous Effects of Invention]

[0017] In the thrust bearing of the present disclosure,
since the inner peripheral recessed portion is formed at
a portion which supports the inner peripheral side end of
the back foil piece in a surface supporting the back foil,
it is possible to prevent an extreme decrease in film thick-
ness of the fluid lubricating film at the inner peripheral
end side by suppressing the raising of the inner peripheral
end side of the top foil piece. Thus, according to the thrust
bearing of the present disclosure, it is possible to obtain
a thrust bearing that can prevent the top foil piece from
moving toward the thrust collar to come into contact
therewith and withstand a high load.

[Brief Description of Drawings]

[0018]

Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram showing an example
of a turbo machine which employs a thrust bearing
according to the present disclosure.
Fig. 2 is a diagram showing a thrust bearing accord-
ing to the present disclosure and is a side view of
the thrust bearing when a main part is viewed in a
cross-sectional view while a thrust collar is sand-
wiched by the thrust bearing.
Fig. 3 is a top view of the first embodiment not part
of the claimed invention of the thrust bearing accord-
ing to the present disclosure.
Fig. 4A is a diagram showing the first embodiment
not part of the claimed invention of the thrust bearing
according to the present disclosure and is a cross-
sectional view taken along a line A-A of Fig. 3.
Fig. 4B is a diagram showing the first embodiment
not part of the claimed invention of the thrust bearing
according to the present disclosure and is a top view
of a support area of a base plate.
Fig. 4C is a diagram showing the first embodiment
not part of the claimed invention of the thrust bearing
according to the present disclosure and is a top view
of a bump foil piece.
Fig. 4D is a diagram showing the first embodiment
not part of the claimed invention of the thrust bearing
according to the present disclosure and is an explan-
atory diagram in which a top view and a side view
are correlated with each other in order to describe
the support area of the base plate and the bump foil
piece.
Fig. 5A is a diagram showing a second embodiment
of the thrust bearing according to the present disclo-
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sure and is a top view of a bump foil piece.
Fig. 5B is a diagram showing the second embodi-
ment of the thrust bearing according to the present
disclosure and is a top view illustrating a support
area of a base plate and the bump foil piece.
Fig. 6A is a diagram showing a third embodiment of
the thrust bearing according to the present disclo-
sure and is a top view of a thrust bearing 3.
Fig. 6B is a diagram showing the third embodiment
of the thrust bearing according to the present disclo-
sure and is a top view of a support area of a base
plate.
Fig. 6C is a diagram showing the third embodiment
of the thrust bearing according to the present disclo-
sure and is an explanatory diagram in which a top
view and a side view are correlated with each other
in order to describe the support area of the base
plate and a bump foil piece.
Fig. 7 is a top view of a fourth embodiment not part
of the claimed invention of the thrust bearing accord-
ing to the present disclosure.
Fig. 8A is a diagram showing the fourth embodiment
not part of the claimed invention of the thrust bearing
according to the present disclosure and is a cross-
sectional view taken along a line C-C of Fig. 7.
Fig. 8B is a diagram showing the fourth embodiment
not part of the claimed invention of the thrust bearing
according to the present disclosure and is an explan-
atory diagram in which a top view and a side view of
a support area of a base plate are correlated with
each other.
Fig. 8C is a diagram showing the fourth embodiment
not part of the claimed invention of the thrust bearing
according to the present disclosure and is a top view
of a bump foil piece.
Fig. 8D is a diagram showing the fourth embodiment
not part of the claimed invention of the thrust bearing
according to the present disclosure and is an explan-
atory diagram in which a top view and a side view
are correlated with each other in order to describe
the support area of the base plate and the bump foil
piece.
Fig. 9A is a diagram showing a modified example of
the thrust bearing according to the present disclo-
sure and is a top view of a bump foil piece.
Fig. 9B is a diagram showing a modified example of
the thrust bearing according to the present disclo-
sure and is a top view illustrating a support area of
a base plate and a bump foil piece.
Fig. 10A is a diagram showing a fifth embodiment of
the thrust bearing according to the present disclo-
sure and is a top view of a bump foil piece.
Fig. 10B is a diagram showing the fifth embodiment
of the thrust bearing according to the present disclo-
sure and is a top view illustrating a support area of
a base plate and the bump foil piece.
Fig. 11A is a diagram showing a sixth embodiment
of the thrust bearing according to the present disclo-

sure and is a top view of a thrust bearing 3.
Fig. 11B is a diagram showing the sixth embodiment
of the thrust bearing according to the present disclo-
sure and is a top view of a support area of a base
plate.
Fig. 11C is a diagram showing the sixth embodiment
of the thrust bearing according to the present disclo-
sure and is an explanatory diagram in which a top
view and a side view are correlated with each other
in order to describe the support area of the base
plate and a bump foil piece.

[Description of Embodiments]

[0019] Hereinafter, a thrust bearing of the present dis-
closure will be described in detail with reference to the
drawings. In the following drawings, the scales of mem-
bers are appropriately changed so that all members have
recognizable sizes.
[0020] Fig. 1 is a side view schematically showing an
example of a turbo machine which employs a thrust bear-
ing of the present disclosure. In Fig. 1, reference numeral
1 denotes a rotation shaft, reference numeral 2 denotes
an impeller provided at a front end of a rotation shaft, and
reference numeral 3 denotes a thrust bearing according
to the present disclosure.
[0021] A thrust collar 4 is fixed to a side in which the
impeller 2 is formed in the rotation shaft 1 and a pair of
thrust bearings 3 are disposed in the thrust collar 4 to
sandwich the thrust collar 4.
[0022] Further, the impeller 2 is disposed inside a
housing 5 which is a stationary side and has a tip clear-
ance 6 between the impeller and the housing 5.
[0023] Further, a radial bearing 7 is provided at a center
side in relation to the thrust collar 4 in the rotation shaft 1.

[First Embodiment not part of the claimed invention]

[0024] Figs. 2, 3, 4A, 4B, 4C, and 4D are diagrams
showing a first embodiment of the thrust bearing 3 which
is applied to the turbo machine with such a configuration
and Fig. 2 is a side view of the thrust bearing 3 when a
main part is viewed in a cross-sectional view while the
thrust collar 4 is sandwiched by the thrust bearing. Fur-
ther, Fig. 3 is a top view of a thrust bearing 3A (3), Fig.
4A is a cross-sectional view taken along a line A-Aof Fig.
3, Fig. 4B is a top view of a support area 31 of a base
plate, Fig. 4C is a top view of a bump foil piece 21, and
Fig. 4D is an explanatory diagram in which a top view
and a side view are correlated with each other in order
to describe the support area 31 of the base plate and the
bump foil piece 21.
[0025] As shown in Fig. 2, in the first embodiment, the
thrust bearing 3A (3) is disposed at both sides with the
thrust collar 4 interposed therebetween. The pair of thrust
bearings 3A(3) have the same configuration, are formed
in an annular shape (a cylindrical shape) while being dis-
posed to face the annular plate-shaped thrust collar 4
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fixed to the rotation shaft 1, and are externally fitted to
the rotation shaft 1.
[0026] The thrust bearing 3A (3) includes a top foil 10
which is disposed to face the thrust collar 4, a back foil
20 which is disposed to face a surface opposite to a sur-
face facing the thrust collar 4 in the top foil 10, and an
annular plate-shaped base plate 30 which is disposed at
the side opposite to the top foil 10 in the back foil 20. In
the embodiment, a cylindrical bearing spacer 40 which
is indicated by a two-dotted chain line is sandwiched be-
tween the base plates 30 of the pair of thrust bearings
3A(3) and the base plates 30 are connected to each other
through the bearing spacer 40 by a fastening bolt 41.
Further, an outer surface of one base plate 30 is fixed to
the housing 5 by a fastening bolt 41, so that the pair of
thrust bearings 3A(3) are fixed to the housing 5 by the
fastening bolt 41 with the thrust collar 4 interposed ther-
ebetween.
[0027] As shown in Fig. 3, the base plate 30 is formed
of a metal in an annular plate shape having a thickness
of about several millimeters and a plurality of (in the em-
bodiment, eight) penetration holes 42 through which the
fastening bolt 41 is inserted are provided on an outer
peripheral portion thereof. A support area for supporting
the back foil 20 or the top foil 10 is provided on the base
plate 30 on a surface near the thrust collar 4. In the em-
bodiment, as will be described later, the back foil 20 and
the top foil 10 respectively include a plurality of (six) back
foil pieces 21 and a plurality of (six) top foil pieces 11.
Thus, an inner peripheral area of the base plate 30 is
divided into six parts in the circumferential direction so
that six support areas 31 are formed. Additionally, in the
embodiment, these six support areas 31 are areas in
design and a separate boundary line or the like is not
provided between the adjacent support areas 31.
[0028] Here, in the embodiment, as shown in Figs. 4B
and 4D, an inner peripheral recessed portion 35 which
supports an inner peripheral side end of a back foil (a
bump foil piece) to be described later is formed in these
support areas 31. The inner peripheral recessed portion
35 is formed on a surface near the thrust collar 4 of the
base plate 30 and is formed to be dug several tens of
micrometers from a surface near the thrust collar 4. In
the embodiment, the inner peripheral recessed portion
35 is formed in an arc strip shape in the top view. The
inner peripheral recessed portion 35 is formed by grind-
ing or the like, but can also be formed by other processing
methods such as etching.
[0029] As shown in Fig. 2, the back foil piece 21 and
the top foil piece 11 are disposed on the support areas
31 of the base plate 30 in this order to be supported by
the areas.
[0030] As shown in Fig. 3, the back foil 20 includes six
back foil pieces 21 which are arranged in the circumfer-
ential direction of the base plate 30. These back foil piec-
es 21 are disposed on the support areas 31 of the base
plate 30 to be arranged in the circumferential direction
of the base plate 30. Further, these back foil pieces 21

are formed to be slightly smaller than the top foil pieces
11 to be described later and thus are covered by the top
foil pieces 11 on the base plate 30 so as not to be exposed
toward the thrust collar 4 as shown in Fig. 3.
[0031] The back foil 20 including these back foil pieces
21 is formed of a foil (a thin plate) and elastically supports
the top foil 10 (the top foil piece 11). As such a back foil
20, for example, a bump foil, a spring foil described in
Japanese Unexamined Patent Application, First Publica-
tion No. 2006-57652 or Japanese Unexamined Patent
Application, First Publication No. 2004-270904, a back
foil described in Japanese Unexamined Patent Applica-
tion, First Publication No. 2009-299748, or the like is
used. Further, the spring foil described in Japanese Un-
examined Patent Application, First Publication No.
2006-57652 or Japanese Unexamined Patent Applica-
tion, First Publication No. 2004-270904 and the back foil
described in Japanese Unexamined Patent Application,
First Publication No. 2009-299748 is a foil used in a radial
bearing, but when these foils are expanded in a plane
shape and are formed in an annular plate shape, these
foils can be used in a thrust bearing.
[0032] In the embodiment, as shown in Figs. 3, 4A, 4C,
and 4D, the back foil 20 is formed as a bump foil and thus
the back foil piece 21 is formed as a bump foil piece. The
bump foil piece 21 (the back foil piece) is formed in such
a manner that a foil (a metallic thin plate) of about several
hundreds of micrometers is formed into a corrugated
shape by press molding. As shown in Fig. 4C, an apex
side of a fan shape is cut out to be formed in a substan-
tially trapezoidal shape on the whole in which each of an
inner peripheral side and an outer circumference side is
formed in a substantially arc shape.
[0033] In this way, as shown in Figs. 4A and 4D, in the
bump foil piece 21 which is formed in a corrugated plate
shape, valley portions 22 contacting the base plate 30
and peak portions 23 contacting the top foil piece 11 are
formed alternately. The valley portions 22 form a lower-
most bottom portion of the bump foil piece 21 (the back
foil piece 21) and top portions (ridge lines) of the peak
portions 23 form an uppermost top portion of the bump
foil piece 21 (the back foil piece 21). Here, in the bump
foil piece 21, an end edge 21a which is located at the
downstream side in the rotation direction of the rotation
shaft 1 shown in Fig. 3 is a fixed edge (a bump foil fixed
edge) of the bump foil piece 21. As shown in Fig. 4C, the
valley portions 22 and the peak portions 23 are arranged
in a direction orthogonal to the fixed edge (the end edge
21a) of the bump foil piece 21. That is, the arrangement
direction of the valley portions 22 and the peak portions
23 is formed in a direction orthogonal to the fixed edge
and thus the valley portions 22 and the peak portions 23
are formed to extend in parallel to the fixed edge.
[0034] The valley portions 22 and the peak portions 23
are formed at substantially the same pitch. Further, the
height of the peak portions 23 is formed to increase by
a predetermined height as shown in Figs. 4A and 4D from
the side opposite to a fixed edge 21a toward the fixed
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edge 21a, that is, toward the downstream side in the ro-
tation direction of the rotation shaft 1 (the thrust collar 4)
indicated by an arrow in Fig. 3.
[0035] In the embodiment, as shown in Fig. 4C, the
entire bump foil piece 21 includes two parts, that is, a
first part 24 which is an inner peripheral side end of the
bump foil piece 21 and a second part 25 which is an outer
peripheral side end thereof. As shown in Fig. 4D, the first
part 24 is formed to be much smaller than the inner pe-
ripheral recessed portion 35 to entirely sink into the inner
peripheral recessed portion 35 when the bump foil piece
21 is disposed on the support area 31 of the base plate
30. In the first part 24 which is disposed inside the inner
peripheral recessed portion 35, an end edge 24a which
is at the downstream side in the rotation direction of the
rotation shaft 1 is fixed to the base plate 30 by spot-weld-
ing (point-welding) and a side opposite to the end edge
24a is a free end. In this way, since the first part 24 is
disposed inside the inner peripheral recessed portion 35,
positioning on the support area 31 is easy.
[0036] In the second part 25, one side in the circum-
ferential direction, that is, the upstream side in the rotation
direction of the rotation shaft 1, is equally divided into
three parts in the radial direction and the end edge 25a
at the other side is formed as a continuous edge which
is continuous in the radial direction. In this way, since the
side opposite to the end edge 25a is divided into three
parts, the second part 25 includes three strip-shaped di-
vided pieces 25b and the end edge 25a. Additionally, the
end edge 21a, that is, the fixed edge 21a shown in Fig.
3, is formed by the end edge 24a of the first part 24 and
the end edge 25a of the second part 25. Further, the first
part 24 is formed to have the same radial width as the
divided piece 25b of the second part 25. Thus, the bump
foil piece 21 including the first part 24 and the second
part 25 has a shape in which the upstream side in the
rotation direction of the rotation shaft 1, that is, one side
in the circumferential direction, is divided into four divided
pieces in appearance. Then, the divided piece located
at the innermost peripheral edge side, that is, the first
part 24 among the divided pieces, is disposed inside the
inner peripheral recessed portion 35.
[0037] Slits 25c are formed among three strip-shaped
divided pieces 25b in the second part 25. In the embod-
iment, these slits 25c are formed in an arc shape which
forms a part of a circle concentric with a circle formed by
the outer periphery of the second part 25. The widths of
the slits 25c are set to lengths in which divided pieces
21b which are adjacent to each other in the radial direc-
tion can move independently without interference. Since
one side of the second part 25 is divided into three strip-
shaped divided pieces 25b by the slit 25c having such a
width, these three strip-shaped divided pieces 25b move
independently. Further, a gap which has substantially the
same width as the slit 25c is formed between the first
part 24 and the second part 25. Accordingly, a free end
side of the first part 24 also moves independently similarly
to the divided piece 25b.

[0038] Additionally, in the embodiment, the bump foil
piece 21 is formed so that the first part 24 and the second
part 25 have substantially the same rigidity without par-
ticularly changing the rigidity between the inner periph-
eral side and the outer peripheral side. Further, top por-
tions of the peak portions 23 which are arranged in the
same row are formed to have substantially the same
height. Accordingly, the bump foil piece 21 is easily de-
signed and manufactured.
[0039] Further, in the bump foil piece 21, the end edge
24a and the end edge 25a which are located at the down-
stream side in the rotation direction of the rotation shaft
1 are disposed at the positions substantially matching
the end edge 11a at the downstream side in the rotation
direction of the rotation shaft 1 of the top foil piece 11 to
be described later in the top view as shown in Fig. 3.
Additionally, the end edge 25a of the second part 25 is
also fixed to the base plate 30 by spot-welding (point-
welding) along the forming direction of the valley portions
22 which form the end edge 25a.
[0040] Here, the end edge 24a or the end edge 25a
can be fixed to the base plate 30 by, for example, thread-
ing or the like instead of spot-welding.
[0041] The top foil 10 also includes six top foil pieces
11 which are arranged in the circumferential direction of
the base plate 30. These top foil pieces 11 are formed
by a metallic thin plate (a foil) having a thickness of sev-
eral hundreds of micrometers in a substantially trapezoi-
dal shape in which an apex side of a fan shape is notched
so that an inner peripheral side and an outer peripheral
side are both formed in an arc shape. That is, the top foil
is formed in a slightly elongated shape in the circumfer-
ential direction to have substantially the same shape as
the bump foil piece 21. The top foil piece 11 with such a
shape is disposed to cover the bump foil piece 21 on
each support area 31 of the base plate 30 and the top
foils are arranged at the same interval in the circumfer-
ential direction of the base plate 30 to form a substantially
annular plate shape on the whole, thereby forming the
top foil 10.
[0042] Additionally, the top foil piece 11 is formed to
be much smaller than the support area 31 and to be slight-
ly larger than the bump foil piece 21. Accordingly, the top
foil pieces 11 are disposed on the support areas 31 with-
out interference to cover the top surfaces while the bump
foil pieces 21 are not exposed toward the thrust collar 4.
Here, the present disclosure is not limited to this config-
uration and the top foil piece 11 may be formed to have
the same size as the bump foil piece 21 or may be formed
to be smaller than the bump foil piece 21.
[0043] Further, in the top foil piece 11, an end edge at
the upstream side in the rotation direction of the rotation
shaft 1 (the thrust collar 4) is formed as the fixed edge
12 and the top foil piece is fixed to the base plate 30 by
the fixed edge 12. That is, as shown in Fig. 4A, the fixed
edge 12 is disposed to be separated from the bump foil
piece 21 and is fixed to the base plate 30 by spot-welding
(point-welding).
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[0044] Further, as shown in Fig. 3, the top foil piece 11
includes a fixed portion 13 on the upstream side in the
rotation direction of the rotation shaft 1 (the thrust collar
4) and is fixed to the base plate 30 by the fixed portion
13. In the embodiment, the fixed portion 13 is fixed to the
base plate 30 by spot-welding (point-welding) at the fixed
edge 12. Additionally, the fixed edge 12 can also be fixed
to the base plate 30 by, for example, threading or the like
instead of spot-welding. The fixed portion 13 may be
formed in a plane shape or a linear shape as long as the
fixed portion is provided at the upstream side in the ro-
tation direction of the rotation shaft 1 (the thrust collar 4),
but in the embodiment, the fixed portion is the fixed edge
12 which is formed in a linear shape to have a certain
width.
[0045] Further, as shown in Fig. 4A, the top foil piece
11 is bent at the side of the fixed edge 12 and thus is
raised to absorb a step corresponding to the height of
the peak portions 23 of the bump foil piece 21. Then, a
part on the side of the end edge 11a in relation to the
fixed edge 12 is placed on the peak portions 23.
[0046] The end edge 11a (the trailing edge) is a free
end which is simply supported on the peak portions 23
of the bump foil piece 21 without being fixed.
[0047] In the embodiment, as described above, the
bump foil piece 21 is disposed so that the valley portions
22 and the peak portions 23 are arranged in a direction
orthogonal to the fixed edge 21a of the bump foil piece
21. Thus, since the top foil piece 11 is placed on the bump
foil piece 21, the top foil piece is disposed to be inclined
at an initial inclination angle which is set by the peak
portions 23 of the bump foil piece 21 to gradually move
away from an inner surface of the base plate 30 from the
fixed edge 12 toward the fixed edge 21a of the bump foil
piece 21 in the arrangement direction of the peak portions
23.
[0048] Here, the initial inclination angle is an inclination
angle of the top foil piece 11 with respect to the base
plate 30 when a load is zero. Further, as shown in Fig.
4D, the inclination angle indicates an angle (an inclination
angle or a gradient) θ which is determined by a height
increase degree of the peak portions 23 of the bump foil
piece 21. Thus, since the peak portions 23 of the bump
foil piece 21 are press-inserted toward the base plate 30
to be flattened on the whole when a load increases, the
inclination angle θ becomes smaller than the initial incli-
nation angle.
[0049] Next, the operation of the thrust bearing 3A (3)
with such a configuration will be described.
[0050] In the embodiment, as shown in Fig. 2, the thrust
bearing 3A is provided at both sides of the thrust collar
4. In this way, when the thrust bearing is provided at both
sides of the thrust collar 4, a movement amount in the
thrust direction can be suppressed as much as possible.
That is, since the thrust movement amount is small, the
tip clearance 6 shown in Fig. 1 can be narrowed and thus
fluid performance as a turbo machine can be improved.
[0051] In order to suppress the movement amount in

the thrust direction as much as possible, both thrust bear-
ings 3A are provided at a position close to the thrust collar
4 so that a large gap is not formed therebetween. Ac-
cordingly, the top foil pieces 11 (the top foils 10) of both
thrust bearings 3A are slightly pressed against the thrust
collar 4.
[0052] When the rotation shaft 1 rotates in such a state
so that the thrust collar 4 starts to rotate, the thrust collar
4 and the top foil piece 11 rub against each other so that
a peripheral fluid is press-inserted into a wedge-shaped
space formed therebetween. Then, when the rotation
speed of the thrust collar 4 reaches a predetermined ro-
tation speed, a fluid lubricating film is formed therebe-
tween. Due to the pressure of the fluid lubricating film,
the top foil piece 11 (the top foil 10) is pressed against
the bump foil piece 21 (the back foil 20) and the thrust
collar 4 rotates in a non-contact state while the contact
between the thrust collar and the top foil piece 11 is re-
leased.
[0053] When a thrust load is applied, the top foil piece
11 is further pressed toward the bump foil piece 21 so
that the inclination angle θ of the top foil piece 11 be-
comes shallow (small). At this time, since the circumfer-
ential speed of the thrust collar 4 at the outer peripheral
end side of the thrust bearing 3A (3) is faster than the
circumferential speed at the inner peripheral end side,
the top foil piece 11 is easily raised toward the thrust
collar 4 at the inner peripheral end side having a low
circumferential speed.
[0054] However, in the embodiment, the inner periph-
eral recessed portion 35 is formed at the inner peripheral
end side of the base plate 30, that is, a portion supporting
the inner peripheral side end of the bump foil piece 21
and the first part 24 constituting the inner peripheral side
end of the bump foil piece 21 is disposed inside the inner
peripheral recessed portion 35. For this reason, since
the inner peripheral side end (the first part 24) of the
bump foil piece 21 sinks into the inner peripheral re-
cessed portion 35 even when the inner peripheral end
side of the top foil piece 11 starts to be raised toward the
thrust collar 4, a gap is formed between the top foil piece
11 and the bump foil piece 21. Accordingly, a force which
presses back the inner peripheral end side of the top foil
piece 11 toward the thrust collar 4 does not occur in the
back foil piece 21 until this gap disappears. Thus, the
inner peripheral end side of the top foil piece 11 is not
raised.
[0055] Further, even when the inner peripheral end
side of the top foil piece 11 is pressed toward the bump
foil piece 21 so that the gap disappears, a spring reaction
force generated by the bump foil piece 21 is weakened
to the degree of the gap compared to the outer peripheral
end side. Thus, the inner peripheral end side of the top
foil piece 11 is not easily raised.
[0056] Thus, even when the film thickness of the fluid
lubricating film is further thickened in accordance with an
increase in thrust load, the top foil piece 11 does not
easily contact the thrust collar 4 and thus a high thrust
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load can be received.
[0057] Further, since a part of the bump foil piece 21
at the upstream side in the rotation direction of the rota-
tion shaft 1 is divided into four (a plurality of) parts in the
radial direction, the first part 24 at the inner peripheral
side and the divided piece 25b at the outer peripheral
side are independently operated. For this reason, defor-
mation of the bump foil piece 21 which is generated when
the top foil piece 11 is pressed toward the bump foil piece
21 becomes smooth in the radial direction and thus a
support force caused by the bump foil piece 21 (the back
foil piece 21) also changes more smoothly from the inner
peripheral side toward the outer peripheral side.
[0058] In the thrust bearing 3A (3) of the embodiment,
since the inner peripheral recessed portion 35 is formed
at a portion which supports the inner peripheral side end
of the bump foil piece 21 in a surface supporting the back
foil 20 (the bump foil 20) in the base plate 30, it is possible
to prevent an extreme decrease in film thickness of the
fluid lubricating film at the inner peripheral end side by
suppressing the raising of the inner peripheral end side
of the top foil piece 11. Thus, it is possible to obtain the
thrust bearing 3A (3) that can prevent the top foil piece
11 from moving toward the thrust collar 4 to come into
contact therewith and withstand a high load.

[Second Embodiment]

[0059] Next, a second embodiment of the thrust bear-
ing of the present disclosure will be described with ref-
erence to Figs. 5A and 5B. Additionally, Fig. 5A is a top
view of a bump foil piece 50 and Fig. 5B is a top view
illustrating the support area 31 of the base plate and the
bump foil piece 50. The thrust bearing of the second em-
bodiment is mainly different from the thrust bearing 3A
(3) of the first embodiment in that a single part is used
as the bump foil piece 50 instead of the first part 24 and
the second part 25 as shown in Figs. 5A and 5B.
[0060] That is, in the bump foil piece 50 of the embod-
iment, the upstream side in the rotation direction of the
rotation shaft 1, that is, one side of the circumferential
direction, is equally divided into four (a plurality of) parts
in the radial direction and the end edge 51 (the fixed
edge) which is the other side is formed as the continuous
edge which is continuous in the radial direction. In this
way, since the side opposite to the end edge 51 is divided
into four parts, the bump foil piece 50 includes four strip-
shaped divided pieces 52 and the fixed edge 51 (the con-
tinuous edge). Additionally, the valley portions 22 and
the peak portions 23 are also provided on the bump foil
piece 50 similarly to the bump foil piece 21.
[0061] The slits 53 are formed among four strip-shaped
divided pieces 52 similarly to the second part 25 of the
bump foil piece 21. By these slits 53, four divided pieces
52 move independently. Then, also in the embodiment,
as shown in Fig. 5B, the inner peripheral recessed portion
35 is formed at the inner peripheral end side of the base
plate 30, that is, a portion supporting the inner peripheral

side end of the bump foil piece 50. The innermost pe-
ripheral divided piece 52 constituting the inner peripheral
side end of the bump foil piece 50 is disposed inside the
inner peripheral recessed portion 35.
[0062] Thus, substantially the entire divided piece 52
at the innermost peripheral side sinks into the inner pe-
ripheral recessed portion 35.
[0063] Also in the thrust bearing 3 of the embodiment,
since the inner peripheral recessed portion 35 is formed
at a portion supporting the inner peripheral side end of
the bump foil piece 50, it is possible to prevent an extreme
decrease in film thickness of the fluid lubricating film at
the inner peripheral end side by suppressing the raising
of the inner peripheral end side of the top foil piece 11.
Thus, it is possible to obtain the thrust bearing 3 that can
prevent the top foil piece 11 from moving toward the thrust
collar 4 to come into contact therewith and withstand a
high load.
[0064] Further, since one side of the bump foil piece
50 in the circumferential direction is divided in the radial
direction to form the divided pieces 52, the divided pieces
52 are independently operated and thus deformation of
the bump foil piece 50 which is generated when the top
foil piece 11 is pressed toward the bump foil piece 50
becomes smooth in the radial direction. Thus, a support
force which is generated by the bump foil piece 50 also
smoothly changes from the inner peripheral side toward
the outer peripheral side.
[0065] Further, since the divided piece 52 at the inner-
most peripheral side among the divided pieces is dis-
posed inside the inner peripheral recessed portion 35,
the inner peripheral end side of the bump foil piece 50
reliably sinks into the inner peripheral recessed portion
35. Thus, a gap is reliably formed between the top foil
piece 11 and the bump foil piece 50 at the inner peripheral
end side of the top foil piece 11. Accordingly, it is possible
to reliably prevent the top foil piece 11 from contacting
the thrust collar 4.
[0066] Further, since the divided pieces 52 of the bump
foil piece 50 are integrated by the end edge 51 which is
the continuous edge, the bump foil piece 50 is easily han-
dled and the bump foil piece 50 is easily fixed onto the
base plate 30.

[Third Embodiment]

[0067] Next, a third embodiment of the thrust bearing
of the present disclosure will be described.
[0068] A thrust bearing 3B (3) of the third embodiment
is mainly different from the thrust bearing of the second
embodiment in that an inclined surface 32 is formed in
the support area 31 of the base plate 30 and the peak
portions 23 of the bump foil piece 50 have the same height
as shown in Figs. 6A, 6B, and 6C. Additionally, Fig. 6A
is a top view of the thrust bearing 3B (3), Fig. 6B is a top
view of the support area 31 of the base plate, and Fig.
6C is an explanatory diagram in which a top view and a
side view are correlated with each other in order to de-
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scribe the support area 31 of the base plate and the bump
foil piece 50.
[0069] In the embodiment, as shown in Fig. 6A, an en-
tire area which supports the bump foil piece 50 and the
top foil piece 11 in the support area 31 is formed as the
inclined surface 32 which increases in height as it goes
from the fixed edge 12 of the top foil piece 11 toward the
downstream end edge 11a. That is, the inclined surface
32 is formed to be inclined in a direction orthogonal to
the end edge 11a a shown in Fig. 6C.
[0070] Further, the bump foil piece 50 in which four
divided pieces 52 are integrated by the end edge 51 cor-
responding to the continuous edge is used similarly to
the second embodiment. Thus, the bump foil piece 50 is
also formed in a corrugated shape in which the valley
portion 22 contacting the base plate 30 and the peak
portion 23 contacting the top foil piece 11 are alternately
disposed similarly to the first embodiment. Here, in the
embodiment, as shown in Fig. 6C, the peak portions 23
have the same height.
[0071] Further, the valley portion 22 and the peak por-
tion 23 are arranged in a direction intersecting the fixed
edge 12 of the top foil piece 11 similarly to the first em-
bodiment and the second embodiment. That is, the ar-
rangement direction of the valley portion 22 and the peak
portion 23 is set to a direction intersecting the fixed edge
12 and is aligned to the inclination direction of the inclined
surface 32. Accordingly, the height of the peak portion
23 of the bump foil piece 50 increases by a predetermined
height in the inclination direction of the inclined surface
32 of the base plate 30, that is, in a direction toward the
downstream side in the rotation direction of the rotation
shaft 1. That is, the bump foil piece has the same ap-
pearance as those of the first embodiment and the sec-
ond embodiment. Thus, the top foil piece 11 which is
disposed on the bump foil piece 50 is formed so that the
inclination angle θ is the same as those of the first em-
bodiment and the second embodiment. In the embodi-
ment, the inclination angle θ is determined by the incli-
nation angle θ of the inclined surface 32 as shown in Fig.
6C.
[0072] Further, also in the embodiment, as shown in
Fig. 6C, the inner peripheral recessed portion 35 is
formed at the inner peripheral end side of the base plate
30, that is, a portion which supports the inner peripheral
side end of the bump foil piece 50. The divided piece 52
at the innermost peripheral side constituting the inner
peripheral side end of the bump foil piece 50 is disposed
inside the inner peripheral recessed portion 35. Thus,
substantially the entire divided piece 52 at the innermost
peripheral side sinks into the inner peripheral recessed
portion 35.
[0073] Here, in the embodiment, a bottom surface of
the inner peripheral recessed portion 35 is formed in par-
allel to the inclined surface 32 of the base plate 30 and
thus a bottom surface of the inner peripheral recessed
portion 35 is also an inclined surface. Accordingly, the
height of the divided piece 52 at the innermost peripheral

side of the bump foil piece 50 sinking into the inner pe-
ripheral recessed portion 35 also increases by a prede-
termined height as the height of the peak portion 23 ap-
proaches the downstream side in the rotation direction
of the rotation shaft 1.
[0074] Also in the thrust bearing 3B (3) of the embod-
iment, since the inner peripheral recessed portion 35 is
formed at a portion which supports the inner peripheral
side end of the bump foil piece 50, it is possible to prevent
an extreme decrease in film thickness of the fluid lubri-
cating film at the inner peripheral end side by suppressing
the raising at the inner peripheral end side of the top foil
piece 11. Thus, it is possible to obtain the thrust bearing
3B (3) capable of preventing the top foil piece 11 from
moving toward the thrust collar 4 to come into contact
therewith and withstanding a high load.
[0075] Further, since the inclined surface 32 is formed
in each support area 31 of the base plate 30, the peak
portions 23 of the bump foil piece 21 have the same
height, and the arrangement direction of the peak por-
tions 23 matches the inclination direction of the inclined
surface 32, it is possible to highly accurately change the
height of the top foil piece 11 along the inclined surface
32 by disposing the top foil piece 11 on the inclined sur-
face 32 through the bump foil piece 50. That is, a prede-
termined inclination angle θ can be given to the top foil
piece 11. At that time, the bump foil piece 50 can be
manufactured at a uniform height without a change in
height of the peak portion 23 and thus an increase in
manufacturing cost can be suppressed. Thus, according
to the thrust bearing 3B (3), since processing is easy,
mass productivity is improved and cost can be de-
creased. Further, since processing is easy and a varia-
tion is reduced, bearing performance (for example, bear-
ing load capacity) which is predicted at the time of de-
signing is easily obtained.
[0076] Additionally, in the third embodiment, the bump
foil piece 50 of the second embodiment is used as the
bump foil piece, but the bump foil piece 21 of the first
embodiment can be used instead.

[Fourth Embodiment not part of the claimed invention]

[0077] Next, a fourth embodiment of the thrust bearing
of the present disclosure will be described.
[0078] A thrust bearing 3C (3) of the fourth embodiment
is mainly different from the thrust bearing 3A (3) of the
first embodiment in that an outer peripheral recessed por-
tion 36 is formed at a portion which supports an outer
peripheral side end of a bump foil piece 60 in a surface
supporting the bump foil piece 60 in the base plate 30
and the bump foil piece 60 includes three parts as shown
in Figs. 7, 8A, 8B, 8C, and 8D. Additionally, Fig. 7 is a
top view of the thrust bearing 3C (3), Fig. 8A is a cross-
sectional view taken along a line C-C of Fig. 7, Fig. 8B
is an explanatory diagram in which a top view and a side
view of the support area 31 of the base plate are corre-
lated with each other, Fig. 8C is a top view of the bump
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foil piece 60, and Fig. 8D is an explanatory diagram in
which a top view and a side view are correlated with each
other in order to describe the bump foil piece 60 and the
support area 31 of the base plate.
[0079] As shown in Fig. 8B, the base plate 30 is pro-
vided with the outer peripheral recessed portion 36 in
addition to the inner peripheral recessed portion 35. In
this way, the outer peripheral recessed portion 36 is
formed by the following reasons.
[0080] Since the pressure of the fluid lubricating film
at the outer peripheral end at the outer peripheral side
of the top foil 10 (the top foil piece 11) is substantially the
same as a peripheral pressure (for example, an atmos-
pheric pressure), the film pressure of the fluid lubricating
film at the outer peripheral side end decreases compared
to the other outer peripheral side (the inside from the
outer peripheral end). For this reason, since the top foil
10 (the top foil piece 11) is raised at both the inner pe-
ripheral end and the outer peripheral end, there is a pos-
sibility that the outer peripheral end may be partially
abraded.
[0081] Here, in the embodiment, the outer peripheral
recessed portion 36 is formed as described above. Since
the outer peripheral recessed portion 36 is formed in a
surface near the thrust collar 4 of the base plate 30 sim-
ilarly to the inner peripheral recessed portion 35, the outer
peripheral recessed portion is formed to be dug by about
several tens of micrometers from a surface near the thrust
collar 4. Here, in the embodiment, a depth d1 of the inner
peripheral recessed portion 35 shown in Fig. 8B is formed
to be deeper than a depth d2 of the outer peripheral re-
cessed portion 36. This is because a portion which is
located at the inner peripheral end side of the top foil
piece 11 and is easily raised toward the thrust collar 4
due to a state where the circumferential speed of the
thrust collar 4 at the inner peripheral end side of the thrust
bearing 3 is slower than the circumferential speed at the
outer peripheral end side is wider than a portion which
is located at the outer peripheral end side of the top foil
piece 11 and is easily raised toward the thrust collar 4
due to a state where a pressure of the fluid lubricating
film at the outer peripheral end of the top foil piece 11 is
the same as a peripheral pressure (for example, an at-
mospheric pressure).
[0082] That is, when the depth d1 of the inner periph-
eral recessed portion 35 is set to be deeper than the
depth d2 of the outer peripheral recessed portion 36, a
gap between the bump foil piece 60 and the top foil piece
11 on the inner peripheral recessed portion 35 can be
larger than a gap on the outer peripheral recessed portion
36. As a result, it is possible to more effectively prevent
the top foil piece 11 from moving close to the thrust collar
4 to contact therewith. Here, in order to simplify a man-
ufacturing process, the depth d1 of the inner peripheral
recessed portion 35 can be the same as the depth d2 of
the outer peripheral recessed portion 36.
[0083] Further, in the embodiment, as shown in Fig.
8C, the bump foil piece 60 includes three parts, that is,

a first part 61 which is the inner peripheral side end of
the bump foil piece 60, a second part 62 which is the
outer peripheral end thereof, and a third part 63 which is
an intermediate portion between the inner peripheral side
end and the outer peripheral end. As shown in Fig. 8D,
the first part 61 is formed to be much smaller than the
inner peripheral recessed portion 35 so that the entire
first part sinks into the inner peripheral recessed portion
35 when the bump foil piece 60 is disposed on the support
area 31 of the base plate 30. In the first part 61 which is
disposed inside the inner peripheral recessed portion 35,
a downstream end edge 61a in the rotation direction of
the rotation shaft 1 is fixed to the base plate 30 by spot-
welding (point-welding) and a side opposite to the end
edge 61a is a free end. In this way, since the first part 61
is disposed inside the inner peripheral recessed portion
35, the first part 61 can be easily positioned on the support
area 31.
[0084] The second part 62 is formed to be much small-
er than the outer peripheral recessed portion 36 so that
the entire second part sinks into the outer peripheral re-
cessed portion 36 when the bump foil piece 60 is dis-
posed on the support area 31 of the base plate 30. In the
second part 62 which is disposed inside the outer periph-
eral recessed portion 36, a downstream end edge 62a
in the rotation direction of the rotation shaft 1 is fixed to
the base plate 30 by spot-welding (point-welding) and a
side opposite to the end edge 62a is a free end. In this
way, since the second part 62 is disposed inside the outer
peripheral recessed portion 36, the second part 62 can
be easily positioned on the support area 31.
[0085] In the third part 63, one side in the circumfer-
ential direction, that is, the upstream side in the rotation
direction of the rotation shaft 1 is equally divided into two
parts in the radial direction and an end edge 63a which
is the other side is formed as a continuous edge which
is continuous in the radial direction. In this way, since the
side opposite to the end edge 63a is divided into two
parts, the third part 63 includes two strip-shaped divided
pieces 63b and the end edge 63a. Further, the first part
61 and the second part 62 are formed to have the same
radial width as the radial width of the divided piece 63b
of the third part 63. Thus, the bump foil piece 60 including
the first part 61, the second part 62, and the third part 63
has a shape in which an upstream side in the rotation
direction of the rotation shaft 1, that is, one side in the
circumferential direction is divided into four divided piec-
es in appearance. Then, the innermost peripheral divided
piece, that is, the first part 61 among the divided pieces
is disposed inside the inner peripheral recessed portion
35 and the outermost peripheral divided piece, that is,
the second part 62 is disposed inside the outer peripheral
recessed portion 36.
[0086] A slit 63c is formed between two strip-shaped
divided pieces 63b of the third part 63. In the embodiment,
the slit 63c is formed in an arc shape which forms a part
of a circle concentric with a circle formed by the outer
periphery of the second part 62. The width of the slit 63c
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is set to a length in which two divided pieces 63b can
move independently without interference. Since one side
of the third part 63 is divided into two strip-shaped divided
pieces 63b by the slit 63c having such a width, these two
strip-shaped divided pieces 63b move independently.
Further, a gap having substantially the same width as
the slit 63c is formed between the first part 61 and the
third part 63 and a gap having substantially the same
width as the slit 63c is formed between the second part
62 and the third part 63. Accordingly, the free ends of the
first part 61 and the second part 62 move independently
similarly to the divided piece 63b of the third part 63.
[0087] Additionally, also in the embodiment, the valley
portion 22 and the peak portion 23 are formed in the
bump foil piece 60 similarly to the bump foil piece 21 of
the first embodiment.
[0088] In the thrust bearing 3C (3) of the embodiment,
the inner peripheral recessed portion 35 is formed at a
portion which supports the inner peripheral side end of
the bump foil piece 60 to suppress the raising of the inner
peripheral end side of the top foil piece 11 and the outer
peripheral recessed portion 36 is formed at a portion
which supports the outer peripheral end of the bump foil
piece 60 to suppress the raising of the outer peripheral
end side of the top foil piece 11. Thus, since it is possible
to prevent the top foil piece 11 from moving close to the
thrust collar 4 to come into contact therewith, it is possible
to prevent a decrease in durability of the bearing or sei-
zure. Further, since the film thickness of the fluid lubri-
cating film at the inner peripheral end side or the outer
peripheral end side is not extremely thinned, it is possible
to obtain the thrust bearing 3C (3) capable of withstanding
a high load.

[Modified Example]

[0089] In the fourth embodiment, the first part 61 and
the second part 62 of the bump foil piece 60 are formed
to have the same radial width, but for example, as shown
in Figs. 9A and 9B, the first part 61 and the second part
62 may have different shapes. The first part 64 of the
bump foil piece 60 of the example shown in Fig. 9A in-
cludes two divided pieces 64b and an end edge 64a
which allows two divided pieces to be continuous simi-
larly to the third part 63.
[0090] Thus, since the bump foil piece 60 includes the
first part 64, the second part 62, and the third part 63, an
upstream side in the rotation direction of the rotation shaft
1 is equally divided into five divided pieces in appearance.
Accordingly, the radial width of each of five divided pieces
is narrower than the radial width of the divided piece of
the bump foil piece 60 shown in Fig. 8C.
[0091] Further, in the example, as shown in Fig. 9B,
the radial width of the inner peripheral recessed portion
35 is wider than that of the inner peripheral recessed
portion 35 shown in Fig. 8D so that the entire first part
64 enters the inner peripheral recessed portion.
[0092] The radial width of the outer peripheral re-

cessed portion 36 is narrower than that of the outer pe-
ripheral recessed portion 36 shown in Fig. 8D.
[0093] As described above, a portion which is located
at the inner peripheral end side of the top foil piece 11
and is easily raised toward the thrust collar 4 due to a
state where the circumferential speed of the thrust collar
4 at the inner peripheral end side of the thrust bearing 3
is slower than the circumferential speed at the outer pe-
ripheral end side is wider than a portion which is located
at the outer peripheral end side of the top foil piece 11
and is easily raised toward the thrust collar 4 due to a
state where a pressure of the fluid lubricating film at the
outer peripheral end of the top foil piece 11 is the same
as a peripheral pressure (for example, an atmospheric
pressure).
[0094] Thus, in the thrust bearing 3 of the example,
since the radial width of the inner peripheral recessed
portion 35 is set to be wider than that of the outer periph-
eral recessed portion 36 and a gap between the first part
64 of the bump foil piece 60 and the top foil piece 11
supported by the first parts is formed in a wider range, it
is possible to more effectively prevent the inner periph-
eral end side of the top foil piece 11 from moving close
to the thrust collar 4 to come into contact therewith.

[Fifth Embodiment]

[0095] Next, a fifth embodiment of the thrust bearing
of the present disclosure will be described with reference
to Figs. 10A and 10B. Additionally, Fig. 10A is a top view
of the bump foil piece 50 and Fig. 10B is a top view illus-
trating the support area 31 of the base plate and the bump
foil piece 50. The thrust bearing of the fifth embodiment
is mainly different from the thrust bearing 3C (3) of the
fourth embodiment in that the bump foil piece 50 shown
in Fig. 5A is used as the bump foil piece as shown in
Figs. 10A and 10B.
[0096] That is, also in the bump foil piece 50 of the
embodiment shown in Figs. 10A and 10B, an upstream
side in the rotation direction of the rotation shaft 1 which
is one side in the circumferential direction is equally di-
vided into four (a plurality of) parts in the radial direction
and the end edge 51 (the fixed edge) which is the other
side is formed as a continuous edge which is continuous
in the radial direction. In this way, since the side opposite
to the end edge 51 is divided into four parts, the bump
foil piece 50 includes four strip-shaped divided pieces 52
and the fixed edge 51 (the continuous edge).
[0097] Then, also in the embodiment, as shown in Fig.
10B, the outer peripheral recessed portion 36 is formed
at the outer peripheral end side of the base plate 30, that
is, a portion which supports the outer peripheral end of
the bump foil piece 50. An outermost peripheral divided
piece 52 constituting the outer peripheral end of the bump
foil piece 50 is disposed inside the outer peripheral re-
cessed portion 36. Thus, substantially the entire outer-
most peripheral divided piece 52 sinks into the outer pe-
ripheral recessed portion 36.
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[0098] Also in the thrust bearing 3 of the embodiment,
the inner peripheral recessed portion 35 is formed at a
portion which supports the inner peripheral side end of
the bump foil piece 50 to suppress the raising of the inner
peripheral end side of the top foil piece 11 and the outer
peripheral recessed portion 36 is formed at a portion
which supports the outer peripheral end of the bump foil
piece 50 to suppress the raising of the outer peripheral
end side of the top foil piece 11. Thus, since it is possible
to prevent the top foil piece 11 from moving close to the
thrust collar 4 to come into contact therewith, it is possible
to prevent degradation in durability of the bearing or sei-
zure. Further, since the film thickness of the fluid lubri-
cating film at the inner peripheral end side or the outer
peripheral end side is not extremely thinned, it is possible
to obtain the thrust bearing 3 capable of withstanding a
high load.
[0099] Further, since one side of the bump foil piece
50 in the circumferential direction is formed as the divided
piece 52 similarly to the second embodiment, a support
force obtained by the bump foil piece 50 also smoothly
changes from the inner peripheral side toward the outer
peripheral side. Further, since the divided pieces 52 of
the bump foil piece 50 are integrated by the end edge 51
which is the continuous edge, the bump foil piece 50 is
easily handled and the bump foil piece 50 is easily fixed
onto the base plate 30.

[Sixth Embodiment]

[0100] Next, a sixth embodiment of the thrust bearing
of the present disclosure will be described.
[0101] A thrust bearing 3D (3) of the sixth embodiment
is mainly different from the thrust bearing of the fifth em-
bodiment in that the inclined surface 32 is formed at the
support area 31 of the base plate 30 and the peak portions
23 of the bump foil piece 21 have the same height as
shown in Figs. 11A, 11B, and 11C. Additionally, Fig. 11A
is a top view of the thrust bearing 3D (3), Fig. 11B is a
top view of the support area 31 of the base plate, and
Fig. 11C is an explanatory diagram in which a top view
and a side view are correlated with each other in order
to describe the support area 31 of the base plate and the
bump foil piece 50.
[0102] In the embodiment, similarly to the third embod-
iment shown in Figs. 6A, 6B, and 6C, an entire area which
supports the bump foil piece 50 and the top foil piece 11
in the support area 31 shown in Fig. 11A is formed as
the inclined surface 32 which increases in height as it
goes from the fixed edge 12 of the top foil piece 11 toward
the downstream end edge 11a. That is, as shown in Fig.
11C, the inclined surface 32 is formed to be inclined in a
direction orthogonal to the end edge 11a.
[0103] Further, in the bump foil piece 50, similarly to
the fifth embodiment, four divided pieces 52 are integrat-
ed by the end edge 51 which is the continuous edge.
Thus, the bump foil piece 50 is also formed in a corru-
gated shape in which the valley portion 22 contacting the

base plate 30 and the peak portion 23 contacting the top
foil piece 11 are alternately arranged. Further, as shown
in Fig. 11C, the peak portions 23 have the same height.
Then, the arrangement direction of the valley portions 22
and the peak portions 23 is set to intersect the fixed edge
12 of the top foil piece 11 and to match the inclination
direction of the inclined surface 32. Accordingly, the
height of the peak portion 23 of the bump foil piece 50
increases by a predetermined height in the inclination
direction of the inclined surface 32 of the base plate 30,
that is, the direction toward the downstream side in the
rotation direction of the rotation shaft 1.
[0104] Further, in the base plate 30, the inner periph-
eral recessed portion 35 is formed at a portion which
supports the inner peripheral side end of the bump foil
piece 50 and the outer peripheral recessed portion 36 is
formed at a portion which supports the outer peripheral
end. The innermost peripheral divided piece 52 of the
bump foil piece 50 is disposed inside the inner peripheral
recessed portion 35 and the outermost peripheral divided
piece 52 of the bump foil piece 50 is disposed inside the
outer peripheral recessed portion 36. Thus, substantially
the entire innermost peripheral divided piece 52 sinks
into the inner peripheral recessed portion 35 and sub-
stantially the entire outermost peripheral divided piece
52 sinks into the outer peripheral recessed portion 36.
[0105] Here, in the embodiment, a bottom surface of
the inner peripheral recessed portion 35 and a bottom
surface of the outer peripheral recessed portion 36 are
all parallel to the inclined surface 32 of the base plate 30.
Thus, the bottom surface of the inner peripheral recessed
portion 35 and the bottom surface of the outer peripheral
recessed portion 36 are all inclined surfaces. According-
ly, in the innermost peripheral divided piece 52 of the
bump foil piece 50 sinking into the inner peripheral re-
cessed portion 35 and the outermost peripheral divided
piece 52 of the bump foil piece 50 sinking into the outer
peripheral recessed portion 36, all peak portions 23 in-
crease in height by a predetermined height as it goes
toward the downstream side in the rotation direction of
the rotation shaft 1. Also in the embodiment, the depth
of the inner peripheral recessed portion 35 be deeper
than the depth of the outer peripheral recessed portion
36.
[0106] Also in the thrust bearing 3D (3) of the embod-
iment, the inner peripheral recessed portion 35 is formed
at a portion which supports the inner peripheral side end
of the bump foil piece 50 to suppress the raising of the
inner peripheral end side of the top foil piece 11 and the
outer peripheral recessed portion 36 is formed at a por-
tion which supports the outer peripheral end of the bump
foil piece 50 to suppress the raising of the outer peripheral
end side of the top foil piece 11. Thus, since it is possible
to prevent the top foil piece 11 from moving close to the
thrust collar 4 to come into contact therewith, it is possible
to prevent degradation in durability of the bearing or sei-
zure. Further, since the film thickness of the fluid lubri-
cating film at the inner peripheral end side or the outer
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peripheral end side is not extremely thinned, it is possible
to obtain the thrust bearing 3D (3) capable of withstanding
a high load.
[0107] Further, since the inclined surface 32 is formed
at each support area 31 of the base plate 30, the peak
portions 23 of the bump foil piece 21 have the same
height, and the arrangement direction of the peak por-
tions 23 matches the inclination direction of the inclined
surface 32, it is possible to highly accurately change the
height of the top foil piece 11 along the inclined surface
32 by disposing the top foil piece 11 on the inclined sur-
face 32 with the bump foil piece 50 interposed therebe-
tween. At that time, the bump foil piece 50 can be man-
ufactured at a uniform height without a change in height
of the peak portion 23 and thus an increase in manufac-
turing cost can be suppressed. Thus, according to the
thrust bearing 3D (3), since processing is easy, mass
productivity is improved and cost can be decreased. Fur-
ther, since processing is easy and a variation is reduced,
bearing performance (for example, bearing load capac-
ity) which is predicted at the time of designing is easily
obtained.
[0108] Additionally, in the sixth embodiment, the bump
foil piece 50 of the fifth embodiment is used as the bump
foil piece, but the bump foil piece 60 of the fourth embod-
iment can be used instead. Further, the inner peripheral
recessed portion 35 and the outer peripheral recessed
portion 36 of the base plate 30 can be formed as shown
in Fig. 9B by using the bump foil piece 60 shown in Fig. 9A.
[0109] Further, the present disclosure is not limited to
the above-described embodiments and can be modified
into various forms.
[0110] For example, in the above-described embodi-
ments, the back foil 20 or the top foil 10 includes six back
foil pieces 21 (the bump foil pieces 21) or six top foil
pieces 11 and thus the support area 31 of the base plate
30 is formed at six positions. However, the number of
back foil pieces 21 (the bump foil pieces 21) or the top
foil pieces 11 may be five or less or seven or more if the
number is plural. In that case, the number of the support
areas 31 may match the number of the back foil pieces
21 (the bump foil pieces 21) or the top foil pieces 11.
[0111] Further, in the above-described embodiments,
the bump foil piece includes the plurality of divided pieces
and the continuous edge (the fixed edge) or includes the
plurality of divided pieces divided into a plurality of parts
in appearance and the fixed edge, but the number of the
divided pieces is not limited to four or five. However, the
number of divided pieces may be set arbitrarily as long
as the number is two or more. Further, the radial widths
of the divided pieces do not need to be the same and
may be changed every divided piece. For example, in
the bump foil piece 60 shown in Fig. 9A, the first part 64
may be formed as one divided piece without using two
divided pieces 64b and the third part 63 may be also
formed as one divided piece without using two divided
pieces 63b.
[0112] Further, various embodiments such as the

shape of the top foil piece or the bump foil piece, the
arrangement of the top foil piece or the bump foil piece
on the support area, the inclination direction of the in-
clined surface, and the like can be employed other than
the above-described embodiments.
[0113] According to the thrust bearing of the present
disclosure, the inner peripheral recessed portion is
formed at a portion which supports the inner peripheral
side end of the back foil piece in a surface supporting the
back foil. For this reason, since the inner peripheral side
end of the back foil piece sinks into the inner peripheral
recessed portion even when the outer peripheral end side
of the top foil piece is press-inserted toward one side of
the back foil to move in a direction moving away from the
thrust collar so that the inner peripheral end side is raised
toward the thrust collar, a gap is formed between the top
foil piece and the back foil piece. Thus, a force which
presses back the inner peripheral end side of the top foil
piece toward the thrust collar does not occur until this
gap disappears. Therefore, the inner peripheral end side
of the top foil piece is not raised. Thus, it is possible to
prevent an extreme decrease in film thickness of the fluid
lubricating film at the inner peripheral end side of the
downstream end edge side of the top foil.
[0114] Further, in the thrust bearing, the back foil piece
at one side in at least the circumferential direction is di-
vided into a plurality of divided pieces in the radial direc-
tion and the innermost peripheral divided piece among
the divided pieces is disposed inside the inner peripheral
recessed portion.
[0115] In this way, since the back foil piece at one side
in the circumferential direction is divided into a plurality
of parts in the radial direction, the inner peripheral divided
pieces and the outer peripheral divided pieces are inde-
pendently operated. Thus, deformation of the back foil
piece generated when the top foil piece is pressed toward
the back foil becomes smooth in the radial direction. Ac-
cordingly, a support force which is generated by the back
foil piece also smoothly changes from the inner periph-
eral side toward the outer peripheral side. Further, since
the innermost peripheral divided piece among the divided
pieces is disposed inside the inner peripheral recessed
portion, the inner peripheral end side of the back foil piece
reliably sinks into the inner peripheral recessed portion.
Thus, a gap is reliably formed between the top foil piece
and the back foil piece at the inner peripheral end side
of the top foil piece.
[0116] Further, in the thrust bearing, the back foil piece
at the other side in the circumferential direction in the
surface supporting the back foil is formed as the contin-
uous edge which integrates the divided pieces in the ra-
dial direction.
[0117] In this way, since the divided pieces of the back
foil piece are integrated by the continuous edge, the back
foil piece is easily handled and the back foil piece is easily
fixed onto the base plate.
[0118] Further, in the thrust bearing, the outer periph-
eral recessed portion may be formed at a portion which
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supports the outer peripheral end of the back foil piece
in the surface supporting the back foil in the base plate.
[0119] Generally, in the thrust bearing, since a pres-
sure of the fluid lubricating film at the outer peripheral
end of the top foil piece is the same as a peripheral pres-
sure (for example, an atmospheric pressure), a film pres-
sure of the outer peripheral end is lower than the other
outer peripheral side, that is, the inner peripheral side in
relation to the outer peripheral end. Thus, the outer pe-
ripheral end of the top foil piece is also easily raised to-
ward the thrust collar similarly to the inner peripheral end
side.
[0120] Here, the outer peripheral recessed portion is
formed at a portion which supports the outer peripheral
end of the back foil piece in the surface supporting the
back foil. For this reason, since the outer peripheral end
of the back foil piece sinks into the outer peripheral re-
cessed portion even when the outer peripheral end of
the top foil piece tries to be raised toward the thrust collar,
a gap is formed between the top foil piece and the back
foil piece. Thus, a force which presses back the outer
peripheral end side of the top foil piece toward the thrust
collar does not occur in the back foil piece until this gap
disappears and thus the outer peripheral end side of the
top foil piece is not raised. Thus, it is possible to prevent
an extreme decrease in film thickness of the fluid lubri-
cating film at the outer peripheral end side of the down-
stream end edge side of the top foil.
[0121] Further, in the thrust bearing, the back foil piece
at one side in at least the circumferential direction is di-
vided into a plurality of divided pieces in the radial direc-
tion, the innermost peripheral divided piece among the
divided pieces is disposed inside the inner peripheral re-
cessed portion, and the outermost peripheral divided
piece among the divided pieces may be disposed inside
the outer peripheral recessed portion.
[0122] In this way, since the back foil piece at one side
in the circumferential direction is divided into a plurality
of parts in the radial direction, the inner peripheral divided
pieces and the outer peripheral divided pieces are oper-
ated independently. Thus, deformation of the back foil
piece generated when the top foil piece is pressed toward
the back foil becomes smooth in the radial direction.
Thus, a support force which is generated by the back foil
piece also smoothly changes from the inner peripheral
side toward the outer peripheral side. Further, since the
innermost peripheral divided piece among the divided
pieces is disposed inside the inner peripheral recessed
portion, the inner peripheral end side of the back foil piece
reliably sinks into the inner peripheral recessed portion.
Thus, a gap is reliably formed between the top foil piece
and the back foil piece at the inner peripheral end side
of the top foil piece. Similarly, since the outermost pe-
ripheral divided piece among the divided pieces is dis-
posed inside the outer peripheral recessed portion, the
outer peripheral end side of the back foil piece reliably
sinks into the outer peripheral recessed portion. Thus, a
gap is reliably formed between the top foil piece and the

back foil piece at the outer peripheral end side of the top
foil piece.
[0123] Further, in the thrust bearing, the back foil piece
at the other side in the circumferential direction in the
surface supporting the back foil is formed as a continuous
edge which integrates the divided pieces in the radial
direction.
[0124] In this way, since the divided pieces of the back
foil piece are integrated by the continuous edge, the back
foil piece is easily handled and the back foil piece is easily
fixed onto the base plate.
[0125] Further, in the thrust bearing, the depth of the
inner peripheral recessed portion may be deeper than
the depth of the outer peripheral recessed portion.
[0126] A portion which is located at the inner peripheral
end side of the top foil and is easily raised toward the
thrust collar due to a state where the circumferential
speed of the thrust collar at the inner peripheral end side
of the thrust bearing is slower than the circumferential
speed at the outer peripheral end side is wider than a
portion which is located at the outer peripheral end side
of the top foil and is easily raised toward the thrust collar
due to a state where a pressure of the fluid lubricating
film at the outer peripheral end of the top foil is the same
as a peripheral pressure (for example, an atmospheric
pressure). Thus, since the depth of the inner peripheral
recessed portion is set to be deeper than the depth of
the outer peripheral recessed portion, a gap between the
top foil piece and the back foil piece on the inner periph-
eral recessed portion becomes larger than a gap on the
outer peripheral recessed portion. Accordingly, it is pos-
sible to more effectively prevent the top foil piece from
moving close to the thrust collar to come into contact
therewith.

[Industrial Applicability]

[0127] According to the present disclosure, it is possi-
ble to provide a thrust bearing capable of withstanding a
high load by suppressing a top foil piece from contacting
a thrust collar.

[Reference Signs List]

[0128]

1 Rotation shaft
3, 3A, 3B, 3C, 3D Thrust bearing
4 Thrust collar
10 Top foil
11 Top foil piece
11a End edge
20 Back foil (bump foil)
21, 50, 60 Back foil piece (bump foil piece)
21a, 51 End edge (fixed edge)
21b, 52 Divided piece
22 Valley portion
23 Mountain portion
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30 Base plate
31 Support area
32 Inclined surface
35 Inner peripheral recessed portion
36 Outer peripheral recessed portion

Claims

1. A thrust bearing (3) which is disposed to face a thrust
collar (4) provided in a rotation shaft (1), comprising:

a top foil (10) which is disposed to face the thrust
collar (4);
a back foil (20) which is disposed to face a sur-
face opposite to a surface facing the thrust collar
(4) in the top foil (10) and supports the top foil
(10); and
an annular plate-shaped base plate (30) which
is disposed at the side opposite to the top foil
(10) in the back foil (20) and supports the back
foil (20),
wherein the back foil (20) includes a plurality of
back foil pieces (50) which are arranged in a
circumferential direction of the base plate (30),
wherein the top foil (10) includes a plurality of
top foil pieces (11) which are disposed on the
back foil pieces (50), and
wherein a side of a fixed edge of the top foil piece
(11) is bent and is raised
wherein the back foil piece (50) at one side in at
least a circumferential direction is divided into a
plurality of divided pieces (52) in a radial direc-
tion
wherein the back foil piece (50) at the other side
in the circumferential direction in the surface
supporting the back foil (20) is formed as a con-
tinuous edge (51) integrating the divided pieces
in the radial direction, and
characterized in that
an inner peripheral recessed portion is formed
at a portion which supports an inner peripheral
side end of the back foil piece in a surface sup-
porting the back foil of the base plate, and an
innermost peripheral divided piece among the
divided pieces is disposed inside the inner pe-
ripheral recessed portion, and
substantially the entire innermost peripheral di-
vided piece sinks into the inner peripheral re-
cessed portion (35).

2. The thrust bearing (3) according to Claim 1,
wherein an outer peripheral recessed portion (36) is
formed at a portion which supports an outer periph-
eral end of the back foil piece (50) in a surface sup-
porting the back foil (20) in the base plate (30).

3. The thrust bearing (3) according to Claim 2,

wherein an outermost peripheral divided piece (62)
among the divided pieces (60) is disposed inside the
outer peripheral recessed portion (36).

4. The thrust bearing (3) according to Claim 2 or Claim
3,
wherein a depth of the inner peripheral recessed por-
tion (35) is deeper than a depth of the outer periph-
eral recessed portion (36).

Patentansprüche

1. Schublager (3), welches derart angeordnet ist, dass
es einem Schubring (4) zugewandt ist, welcher in
einer Drehwelle (1) bereitgestellt ist, umfassend:

eine Oberfolie (10), welche derart angeordnet
ist, dass sie dem Schubring (4) zugewandt ist;
eine Rückfolie (20), welche derart angeordnet
ist, dass sie einer Oberfläche zugewandt ist,
welche einer Oberfläche gegenüberliegt, wel-
che dem Schubring (4) in der Oberfolie (10) zu-
gewandt ist und die Oberfolie (10) trägt; und
eine ringförmige plattenförmige Basisplatte
(30), welche an der Seite angeordnet ist, welche
der Oberfolie (10) in der Rückfolie (20) gegen-
überliegt und die Rückfolie (20) trägt,
wobei die Rückfolie (20) eine Mehrzahl von
Rückfolienstücken (50) umfasst, welche in einer
Umfangsrichtung der Basisplatte (30) angeord-
net sind,
wobei die Oberfolie (10) eine Mehrzahl von
Oberfolienstücken (11) umfasst, welche auf den
Rückfolienstücken (50) angeordnet sind, und
wobei eine Seite einer festen Kante des Ober-
folienstücks (11) gebogen und angehoben ist,
wobei das Rückfolienstück (50) an einer Seite
in mindestens einer Umfangsrichtung in eine
Mehrzahl von unterteilten Stücken (52) in einer
Radialrichtung unterteilt ist,
wobei das Rückfolienstück (50) an der anderen
Seite in der Umfangsrichtung in der die Rückfo-
lie (20) tragenden Oberfläche als eine kontinu-
ierliche Kante (51) geformt ist, welche die unter-
teilten Stücke in der Radialrichtung integriert,
und
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
ein innerer umfangsseitiger vertiefter Abschnitt
an einem Abschnitt geformt ist, welcher ein in-
neres umfangsseitiges Seitenende des Rückfo-
lienstücks in einer Oberfläche trägt, welche die
Rückfolie der Basisplatte trägt, und ein innerstes
umfangsseitiges unterteiltes Stück unter den
unterteilten Stücken innerhalb des inneren um-
fangsseitigen vertieften Abschnitts angeordnet
ist, und
im Wesentlichen das gesamte innerste um-
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fangsseitige unterteilte Stück in den inneren um-
fangsseitig vertieften Abschnitt (35) versinkt.

2. Schublager (3) nach Anspruch 1,
wobei ein äußerer umfangsseitiger vertiefter Ab-
schnitt (36) an einem Abschnitt geformt ist, welcher
ein äußeres umfangsseitiges Ende des Rückfolien-
stücks (50) in einer Oberfläche trägt, welche die
Rückfolie (20) in der Basisplatte (30) trägt.

3. Schublager (3) nach Anspruch 2,
wobei ein äußerstes umfangsseitiges unterteiltes
Stück (62) unter den unterteilten Stücken (60) inner-
halb des äußeren umfangsseitigen vertieften Ab-
schnitts (36) angeordnet ist.

4. Schublager (3) nach Anspruch 2 oder Anspruch 3,
wobei eine Tiefe des inneren umfangsseitigen ver-
tieften Abschnitts (35) tiefer als eine Tiefe des äu-
ßeren umfangsseitigen vertieften Abschnitts (36) ist.

Revendications

1. Palier de butée (3) disposé de sorte à faire face à
un collet de butée (4) agencé dans un arbre de ro-
tation (1), comprenant :

une feuille supérieure (10) disposée de sorte à
faire face au collet de butée (4) ;
une feuille arrière (20) disposée de sorte à faire
face à une surface opposée à une surface fai-
sant face au collet de butée (4) dans la feuille
supérieure (10) et supportant la feuille supérieu-
re (10) ; et
une plaque de base annulaire en forme de pla-
que (30) disposée au niveau du côté opposé à
la feuille supérieure (10) dans la feuille arrière
(20) et supportant la feuille arrière (20) ;
dans lequel la feuille arrière (20) inclut une plu-
ralité de pièces de feuille arrière (50) agencées
dans une direction circonférentielle de la plaque
de base (30) ;
dans lequel la feuille supérieure (10) inclut une
pluralité de pièces de feuille supérieure (11) dis-
posées sur les pièces de feuille arrière (50) ; et
dans lequel un côté d’un bord fixe de la pièce
de feuille supérieure (11) est plié et soulevé,
dans lequel la pièce de feuille arrière (50) est
divisée au niveau d’un côté, dans au moins une
direction circonférentielle, en une pluralité de
pièces divisées (52) dans une direction radiale ;
dans lequel la pièce de feuille arrière (50) au
niveau de l’autre côté, dans la direction circon-
férentielle, de la surface supportant la feuille ar-
rière (20) est formée en une forme de bord con-
tinu (51) intégrant les pièces divisées dans la
direction radiale ; et

caractérisé en ce que :

une partie évidée périphérique interne est
formée au niveau d’une partie supportant
une extrémité latérale périphérique interne
de la pièce de feuille arrière dans une sur-
face supportant la feuille arrière de la plaque
de base ; et une pièce divisée périphérique
interne extrême, parmi les pièces divisées,
est disposée à l’intérieur de la partie évidée
périphérique interne ; et
sensiblement l’ensemble de la pièce péri-
phérique interne extrême s’enfonce dans la
partie évidée périphérique interne (35).

2. Palier de butée (3) selon la revendication 1,
dans lequel une partie évidée périphérique externe
(36) est formée au niveau d’une partie supportant
une extrémité périphérique externe de la pièce de
feuille arrière (50) dans une surface supportant la
feuille arrière (20) dans la plaque de base (30).

3. Palier de butée (3) selon la revendication 2,
dans lequel une pièce divisée périphérique externe
extrême (62), parmi les pièces divisées (60), est dis-
posée à l’intérieur de la partie évidée périphérique
externe (36).

4. Palier de butée (3) selon la revendication 2 ou la
revendication 3,
dans lequel une profondeur de la partie évidée pé-
riphérique interne (35) est supérieure à une profon-
deur de la partie évidée périphérique externe (36).
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